FAMOUS PUPPET DEATH SCENES

The Old Trouts promise to cure your fear of death; no more anxiety about difficult choices, no more dreading birthdays, no more desperate pleas for immortality through fame, art, or progeny. Through a collection of famous scenes culled from the absolute best puppet shows in history, including Edward’s Last Meal, from *The Ballad of Edward Grue* by Norman Strake, DungBeetle’s Lament, from *Flap Flap Flap* by Lizzie Fook, The Last Dance, from *Henrique!* by Kevin Farquartson, and the unforgettable Bipsy’s Mistake, from *Bipoy and Mumu Go to the Zoo* by Fun Freddy, the Old Trouts will deconstruct your traumatized psyche and reconstruct you so that death means nothing to you anymore. In a way, we promise everlasting life. Through a puppet show. That’s right.

Famous Puppet Death Scenes will premiere in 2006, and tour to the Phoenix Theatre in Victoria, the PuSH international theatre festival in Vancouver, the Globe Theatre in Regina, Catalyst in Edmonton, the Vernon Performing Arts Centre, and One Yellow Rabbit’s Big Secret Theatre in Calgary.